Leave Buttercross and proceed down High Street to Bridge Street and West End where TL on B4022. Straight on at first junction (Crawley Road) and continue to Crawley where straight on at X rds. Pass The Lamb Inn and follow this road to Leafield. TL at The Fox Inn. Follow this road which descends to X rds at the B4437. Cross this and take first left turn. Soon TR to A361 and follow this road for 2½ miles through Fifield and at T junction TR and soon right again to Idbury. Continue to B4450 where TR to Kingham Station. Continue and in 1 mile TR, passing by Lyneham. At A361 TL and soon TR to descend to Ascott-under-Wychwood. Cross railway level crossing and climb through village to B4437. TR and TL and at T junction TL to Leafield. TL at The Fox Inn and soon TR at the church. On descent fork L into narrow lane (beware sharp right-hand bend). TL at T junction and retrace to Crawley and Witney as outward route.